DATE:  WEDNESDAY - September 11, 2013

OFFERING . . . Cars, trucks, construction equipment, miscellaneous parts and supplies

Visit our website:  www.thruway.ny.gov (Doing Business with Us – Purchasing Services – Personal Property Disposal)

The New York State Thruway Authority/Canal Corporation (Authority) will conduct a public auction at Thruway Interchange No. 22, Route 144, Selkirk, New York. All items offered for sale have been determined by the Authority to be surplus to its needs. Most of the vehicles and equipment have exceeded their useful life or are non-operational. Repairs to such items are no longer cost-effective for the Authority.

The sale will be held primarily outdoors and will be conducted regardless of weather conditions. However, the Thruway reserves the right to cancel an auction in the event of an emergency or severe weather conditions.
THRUWAY AUTHORITY PUBLIC AUCTION SITE

INTERCHANGE #22 - RT. 144 - SELKIRK

---

LEGEND:
- Auction Parking
- * Guard
- —— Fence

APPROX. DISTANCE BETWEEN RTE. 9W & RTE. 144 = 2½ MILES

APPROX. DISTANCE BETWEEN INTERCHANGE 22 & INTERCHANGE 21A (BERKSHIRE CONNECTION) = 1½ MILE
Items may be inspected the day prior to the sale, September 10, 2013 from 8:00 a.m. ‘til 3:00 p.m. On the day of the sale, inspection of items for sale will be from 8:00 a.m. until 9:00 a.m. Questions concerning inspection may be directed to the Motor Equipment Maintenance Supervisor at the sale location at 518-436-2995.

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AUCTION SALE

By making a bid, every bidder accepts the following terms and conditions:

1. The Authority is utilizing a bidder pre-registration process. Anyone intending to bid on any item MUST register and obtain a bidder registration number issued prior to the start of each auction. You must have a valid registration number for your bid to be accepted.

   If you are purchasing a titled vehicle, the title will be made out in the registered bidder’s name. NO EXCEPTIONS.

2. Pursuant to Public Officers Law, all Authority, all Authority employees, their spouses and any children and stepchildren under the age of 18 are prohibited from procuring surplus property (personal or real) or otherwise securing such property through the use of an agent or other third party. In addition, employees other than the Director of Purchasing or designee shall not disclose to any non-employee any information that they obtain regarding such property due to the nature of their employment.

3. Items will be offered individually or in groups, whichever best serves the interests of the Authority. The Authority reserves the right to sell items in any order desired and not necessarily consecutively. The Authority cannot guarantee that all the items listed in this book will be available on the date of the sale.

4. Some items contain information on deficiencies known to the Authority. However, the absence of such information does not mean that deficiencies do not exist nor does it change the terms of sale which are “as is, where is”, with no guarantee or warranty either express or implied.

5. The Authority reserves the right to reject any and all bids made and to withdraw any item from the sale if, in its opinion, the best interests of the Authority will be promoted.

6. If the high bid is not acceptable, the Authority may exercise its discretion to negotiate with the high bidder or offer the item for bid later in the auction.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AUCTION SALE CONT’D. . .

7. In the event of a disputed or tie bid, the Authority or the Auctioneer, at their discretion may determine the highest bidder or may re-open the bidding to determine the highest bidder.

8. Inspection certification under the Vehicle and Traffic Law and any other statutory requirements for lawful operation of any vehicle purchased are the responsibility of the buyer.

9. Each sale of goods is complete with title to said goods and risk of loss passing to the buyer when the auctioneer says sold, or otherwise designates bidder as purchaser.

10. All sales are final. No refunds, No returns, No exchanges, No turndowns.

11. Full payment must be made in cash, certified funds or credit card ONLY, within 90 minutes of the completion of the auction. Failure to do so will result in automatic forfeiture of the item and may disqualify the bidder from bidding at future auctions. The Thruway Authority accepts Visa, MasterCard, American Express and Discover credit cards for Auction payments. Some restrictions may apply.

Municipalities, local subdivisions and school districts may use a letter of delegated authority to purchase on behalf of the entity which must be presented at the time of registration for the auction. If you are the successful bidder, a signed purchase order payable to the NYS Thruway Authority must be presented at the Finance window before you leave the Auction that day.

12. No item(s) will be released until full payment is received by the Authority at which time the purchaser shall remove the item(s) at his own expense. Although the Authority will exercise reasonable efforts to safe-guard the item(s) while on Authority premises, it is released from responsibility for the care and protection during this time.

13. Sales tax will be charged and collected on all purchases, unless the Authority is furnished with acceptable proof of exemption at the time of sale.

14. Bidders must be 18 years of age or older.
TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF AUCTION SALE CONT’D.

15. All items are to be removed from the auction lot within 5 business days from the date of payment except as otherwise noted. For those items not removed within 5 business days, a $20/day storage fee will be charged. If the item is a vehicle, it will be disposed of in accordance with §1224 of the Vehicle and Traffic Law.

If you pay for a vehicle and plan to take it with you on the sale date, the key may be picked up from our representative in the storage lot. If you do not intend to take the vehicle on the sale date, do not pick up the keys until you plan to remove it from our premises as we may have to move it in the storage lot.

16. Where a bidder acts through a representative, the bidder will be required to provide the Authority with a certificate of authorization to said representative to act on their behalf prior to the time of sale. Furthermore, such authorization must contain a statement that the bidder will honor any and all commitments made by this representative.

ITEM DESCRIPTIONS

The following abbreviations are used in the vehicle description:

AC - Air Conditioning
FFV – Flex Fuel Vehicle
AT - Auto Transmission
HB - Hydraulic Brakes
CEL - Check Engine Light On

4DR - Four Door
2DR - Two Door
AB - Air Brakes
MT - Manual Transmission
OD - Overdrive

Notes:

A. Articles such as windshield washers, cigarette lighters, spare tires & wheels, jacks, lug wrenches, hub caps and mirrors are deemed expendable and may not be found in the vehicle.

B. Quantities per lot as listed are approximate. Actual quantities should be determined by the bidder on the day of the sale.
1 _________ LOT OF 5 ITEMS:
- 2004 STIHL TS400 12" CUT OFF SAW
- 2005 STIHL TS400 14" CUT OFF SAW
- 2001 STIHL 017 14" CHAINSAW
- 2006 STIHL MS250C CHAINSAW
- 2010 STIHL MS390 20 INCH CHAINSAW

2 _________ LOT OF 2 ITEMS:
- MINUTEMAN LEAD VACUUM CLEANER
- DAYTON VACUUM CLEANER

3 _________ LOT OF 25 ITEMS:
- 24 VARIOUS JACK STANDS
- 1 JACK, PORTABLE HYDRAULIC HAND OPERATED 20-TON

4 _________ LOT OF 5 ITEMS:
- TRANSMISSION JACK
- WHEEL JACKS
- WHEEL DOLLY OMEGA 3/4 TON
- JACK, HYDRAULIC 10-TON

5 _________ LENOX BI-METAL HOLE SAW 6"
6 __________ LOT OF 13 ITEMS:
- 2 CROSBY GROUP BINDERS LOAD, RATCHET TYPE 3/8" CHAIN
- PROTO RATCHET, 1" SQUARE DRIVE 26" LONG
- SNAP-ON RATCHET, 1" SQUARE DRIVE
- 2 KLEIN WIRE CABLE GRIPS .10-.37 CABLE SIZE 4500LB
- C A CARBONE DRILL 7/8", 9" OVER ALL LENGTH
- ARMSTRON COMBO BOX & OPEN END WRENCH
- J M WILLIAMS RATCHET, 3/4" SQUARE DRIVE CHROME 19" TO 20" LONG
- STARRETT SQUARE, COMBINATION PROTRACTOR 12"
- CHICAGO-PNEUMATIC WRENCH, HEAVY-DUTY AIR IMPACT 1" SQUARE DRIVE
- MILWAUKEE SAW, ELECTRIC CIRCULAR 8-1/4" CAPACITY, 13 AMP, 120V AC/DC
- DEWALT WRENCH, IMPACT HEAVY DUTY ELECTRIC 1/2" SQUARE DRIVE

7 __________ LOT OF 48 MODULAR PLATFORM/SCAFFOLD PIECES OF VARYING LENGTHS

8 __________ LOT OF 57 CUTTERS, ROTABROACH, VARIOUS DIAMETERS FOR 1 - 2" THICK MATERIAL
9 _________ LOT OF 2 ITEMS:
- ENERPAC CYLINDER, HOLLOW PLUNGER HYDRAULIC 20-TON RCH-206
- COLUMBIA VISE, MACHINIST BENCH WITH SWIVEL BASE, 4" JAWS 604M3

10 _________ LOT OF 2 VOLT/AMP METERS/TESTERS WITH STANDS

11 _________ LOT OF 2 HARPER TRUCKS, CYLINDER CONTINOUS HANDLE, SEMI-PNEUMATIC WHEELS 13"X24" BASE PLATE 314-27

12 _________ LOT OF 8 WELDING TOOLS/MATERIALS

13 _________ LOT OF 5 BESSEY CLAMPS, INDUSTRIAL HEAVY DUTY 12" NOMINAL OPENING, THROAT DEPTH 7" WITH MOVEABLE ARM
14 __________ LOT OF 10 ITEMS:
- MILWAUKEE SAW, CUTTOFF 14" CAPACITY, 3900 RPM, 1" ARBOR 6180-20
- HOUGEN PRESS, DRILL MAGNETIC BASE 1-3/8" DIAMETER CAPACITY, 1" DEPTH
- MILWAUKEE DRILL, ELECTRIC 1/2" REVERSIBLE 120V AC/DC, 3 GEAR REDUCTION
- MILWAUKEE SANDER, RIGHT ANGLE 7" & 9", 5000 RPM, 5/8-11" SPINDLE
- PORTER CABLE DRILL, ELECTRIC HEAVY DUTY 1/2" REVERSIBLE 3 GEAR REDUCTION
- DADO SET HEAD 6" X 5/8" - 5 INSIDE 2 OUTSIDE CUTTERS
- 2 ARBORS 1/2" TRIPLE FLUTED SHANK 15/16" DRILL BUSHING 1/2" - 20" CUTTER
- 2 ASSEMBLY ARBORS 3/4" BORE

15 __________ LOT OF 10 ITEMS:
- 4 PORTER-FERGUSON CUTTERS, BRUSH TWO-HAND 34" LONG, CUTTING CAPACITY 2"
- CUTTER, CABLE HAMMER TYPE, UP TO 1-1/16" WIRE ROPE
- PORTER CABLE DRILL, ELECTRIC HEAVY DUTY 1/2" REVERSIBLE 3 GEAR REDUCTION
- 4 CHICAGO PNEUMATIC HAMMERS, CHIPPING 2" STROKE W/114062 RETAINER

16 __________ HITACHI NAILER, FINISHER AIR 16-GAUGE, 1" TO 2-1/2" NAILS NT65A2

17 __________ LOT OF 4 ITEMS:
- SPX POWER TEAM CYLINDER, SINGLE ACTING HYDRAULIC 100-TON, 2" STROKE
- 3 AIRTEC SCALERS, NEEDLE COMPLETE WITH 3MM NEEDLES, PISTOL GRIP
18  __________  LOT OF 2 ITEMS:
- PORTER CABLE ROUTER, D-HANDLE 1-3/4 HP, 27,500 RPM, 1/4" & 1/2" COLLETS
- HITECH USA SAW, CIRCULAR 9" CAPACITY FOR STEEL CUTTING, 1" BORE

19  __________  LOT OF 3 ITEMS:
- HOUGEN KIT, COUNTERSINK WITH 3/4" SHANK CUTTER AND FOUR PILOTS
- COLUMBUS MCKINNON HOIST-PULLER, MANUAL 3/4-TON LEVER-OPERATED 5FT LIFT
- GREENLEE KIT 1/2" THROUGH 2" CONDUIT SIZE SLUG-SPLITTER KNOCKOUT PUNCH

20  __________  LOT OF 15 ITEMS:
- 8 TILLEY LADDER CO PLANKS, EXTENSION 6 TO 10FT WOOD
- SWING-LO SUSPENDED SCAFFOLD CO LADDER, WOOD 12FT (STRAIGHT) SL 1812
- 6 JORGENSEN C-CLAMPS, HEAVY DUTY STYLE 82, DROP FORGED HEAT TREATED STEEL, 4-1/2" CAPACITY

21  __________  LOT OF 6 ITEMS:
- 2 DEWALT SANDERS/GRINDERS, RIGHT ANGLE 4-1/2" , 5/8-11" SPINDLE D28112
- METABO GRINDER, DIE 2" NO-LOAD, 27,000 RPM, 1/4" COLLET, EXTENDED SPINDLE
- HARPER TRUCK, CYLINDER CONTINUOUS HANDLE SEMI-PNEUMATIC WHEELS
- MILWAUKEE SANDER, RIGHT ANGLE 7" & 9", 5000 RPM, 5/8-11"
- VICTOR REGULATOR/FLOWMETER, 2-STAGE ARGON GAS RANGE 4-18 SCFH
22 __________ LOT OF 5 ITEMS:
- TIF INSTRUMENTS AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMABLE CHARGING METER
- 1994 BATTERY CHARGER
- 1995 BATTERY CHARGER
- 2001 BATTERY CHARGER
- 2012 BATTERY CHARGER

23 __________ LOT OF 2 ITEMS:
- 2002 BENCH GRINDER SNAP ON
- MCMASTER CARR BRAKE BENCH/VISE/STAND MOUNT

24 __________ LOT OF 15+ ITEMS:
- 2 JACKS, A-FRAME FOR TRAILER, 5000 LB CAPACITY – NEW
- AEROQUIP 5/8”ID LOW PRESSURE HOSE, 120’ - NEW
- 8 PRIMARY FUEL FILTERS – NEW
- EXHAUST FAN
- NAPA GAUGE AIRLINE INFLATOR HEAVY DUTY
- EXPRESS BRAKE DRUM CADDY
- BOX OF MISC. AUTO PARTS

25 __________ 2 NEW SHAFTS, SECTOR (SHEPPARD M80 POWER STEERING GEAR)

26 __________ LOT OF 22 ITEMS:
- 3 24” USED DIAMOND TIPPED BLADES
- 16 12” USED DIAMOND TIPPED BLADES
- 2 8” USED DIAMOND TIPPED BLADES
- USED CORE DRILL
27 __________ 2000 TIRE CHANGER MACHINE COATS 4050A

28 __________ LOT OF 14 ITEMS:
- 2 1970 TRUCK SCALES/LOAD METERS
- 6 1972 TRUCK SCALES/LOAD METERS
- 4 1977 TRUCK SCALES/LOAD METERS
- 1 1993 DIGITAL INDICATOR
- 1 1996 DIGITAL INDICATOR

29 __________ LOT OF 8 ITEMS:
- 6 VULCAN ROCK DRILLS 7/8 HEX X3 1/4 SHANK SIZE X 4' H- THREAD 520-4
- 2 DIAMOND BLADE PVMT HARD AGGREGATE 18 "

30 __________ LOT OF 3 ITEMS:
- 2005 FUJI FINEPIX S3100 DIGITAL CAMERA
- 2002 SONY MAVICA MVCFD200 DIGITAL CAMERA
- 2000 NIKON N65 KIT

31 __________ LOT OF 3 ITEMS:
- 2 ENERPAC CYLINDERS, 10-TON RC106
- POWER TEAM PUMP, HYDRAULIC HAND-OPERATED FOR USE WITH SINGLE ACTING RAMS 2-WAY VALVE TYPE PSI 300 & 10,000

32 __________ LOT OF 5 TIRES, 1200 X 24 HARD ROCK LUG 20-PLY TUBE TYPE

33 __________ LOT OF 4 TIRES, 1100 X 20 RADIAL 16 PLY RATING LOAD RANGE H TUBE TYPE XZY TREAD
34 __________  LOT OF 2 TIRES 1100 X 22 RADIAL 16 PLY LOAD RANGE H TUBE TYPE M&S XMS4 TREAD

35 __________  LOT OF 7 TIRES, 1100 X 20 RADIAL 16 PLY LOAD RANGE H TUBE TYPE M&S XMS4 TREAD

36 __________  LOT OF 2 TIRES, 425/65R22.5 RADIAL LOAD RANGE L TUBELESS FRONT TIRE APPLICATION REGULAR TREAD

37 __________  LOT OF 5 TIRES, 12R24.5 RADIAL TUBELESS DRIVE TREAD LR "H" ON/OFF ROAD

38 __________  2006 FORD CROWN VIC 4 DR SEDAN
   vin: 2FAHP71WX6X143239  blue
   ac radio at od
   damage to front end, hood, right side, rear, wind shield broken, air bags deployed, vehicle will be sold with 907a salvage certificate
   mileage: approx. 67,066

39 __________  2008 FORD CROWN VIC 4 DR SEDAN
   vin: 2FAHP71V18X104940  blue
   ac radio at od
   does not start
   mileage: approx. 100,017

40 __________  2008 FORD CROWN VIC 4 DR SEDAN
   vin: 2FAHP71V28X104932  blue
   ac radio at od
   does not start
   mileage: approx. 103,328
41 __________ 2009 FORD CROWN VIC 4 DR SEDAN  
    vin: 2FAHP71V59X138722  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    damage to both sides, windshield broke, gear indicator  
    cable removed  
    mileage: approx. 93,676

42 __________ 2009 FORD CROWN VIC 4 DR SEDAN  
    vin: 2FAHP71V39X102074  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    rear end & fender damage  
    mileage: approx. 91,922

43 _________ 2003 CHEVROLET TAHOE 4X4 FFV  
    vin: 1GNEK13Z83J262015  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    mileage: approx. 142,868

44 _________ 2007 CHEVROLET TAHOE 4X4 FFV  
    vin: 1GNFK03057R408006  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    mileage: approx. 157,700

45 _________ 2007 CHEVROLET TAHOE 4X2 FFV  
    vin: 1GNEC03037R409809  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    needs transmission work  
    mileage: approx. 147,701

46 _________ 2009 CHEVROLET TAHOE 4X2 FFV  
    vin: 1GNEC03059R233459  blue  
    ac radio at od  
    mileage: approx. 153,266
47 ________ 2001 FORD TAURUS SE SEDAN FFV
    vin: 1F AFP53251A238783  blue
    ac radio at od
    mileage: approx. 139,619

48 ________ 2001 FORD TAURUS SE SEDAN FFV
    vin: 1F AFP53231A238779  blue
    ac radio at od
    needs catalytic converter, oil pan leaks, needs evap
    canister, sub frame and shock towers
    mileage: approx. 183,459

49 ________ 2002 FORD TAURUS SE SEDAN FFV
    vin: 1F AFP53262A190132  silver
    ac radio at od
    sub-frame, floor and strut towers rusted, engine leaks oil
    mileage: approx. 96,695

50 ________ 2002 FORD TAURUS SE SEDAN FFV
    vin: 1F AFP53272A190124  gray
    ac radio at od
    needs transmission work
    mileage: approx. 127,207

51 ________ 2002 FORD TAURUS SE WAGON FFV
    vin: 1F AFP58232A201211  blue
    ac radio at od
    rusted, oil leaks, transmission leaks
    mileage: approx. 148,560
52 __________ 1999 FORD CONTOUR BI-FUEL CNG  
vin: 1FAFP65Z8XK194961  green  
ac radio at od  
needs exhaust manifold, rusted, does not start  
mileage: approx. 101,948

53 __________ 2004 CHRYSLER SEBRING SEDAN FFV  
vin: 1C3EL46T64N117195  gold  
ac radio at od  
left front fender damaged, hard starting  
mileage: approx. 144,469

54 __________ 2001 FORD WINDSTAR LX MINIVAN  
vin: 2FMZA504X1BC00108  blue  
ac radio at od  
frame rusted  
mileage: approx. 185,622

55 __________ 2007 CHEVROLET UPLANDER FFV  
vin: 1GNDV23W47D169527  blue  
ac radio at od  
needs suspension and other work  
mileage: approx. 203,624

56 __________ 2005 CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY MINIVAN  
vin: 2C4GP44R85R140255  blue  
ac radio at od  
rusted  
mileage: approx. 195,858

57 __________ 2005 JEEP LIBERTY SPORT 4X4  
vin: 1J4GL48K15W689306  blue  
ac radio at od  
needs steering rack, rear brakes, fuel filler tube leaks, rear differential noisy under load  
mileage: approx. 197,775
58  __________  1999 FORD F350 1-TON 4X2 CREW CAB PICKUP
    vin: 1FTSW30L0XD71093  yellow
    ac radio at od
    does not start
    mileage: approx. 249,615

59  __________  1998 CHEVROLET 3/4T CARGO VAN
    vin: 1GCGG25R9W1091454  yellow
    ac radio at od
    rusted, low engine oil pressure, ac inoperative, exhaust
    system leaks
    mileage: approx. 145,445

60  __________  2002 CHEVROLET 4X2 EXTENDED CAB PICKUP
    vin: 1GCEC19V82Z308372  yellow
    ac radio at od
    needs transmission work, brakes, radiator and cooler
    lines, body rusted, exhaust manifolds leaks
    mileage: approx. 223,803

61  __________  2003 CHEVROLET 4X2 1-TON CREW CAB PICKUP
    vin: 1GCHC23U43F245020  yellow
    ac radio at od
    mileage: approx. 204,260

62  __________  2002 CHEVROLET 1-TON SER BODY
    vin: 3GBKC34F12M114013  yellow
    ac radio at od
    overheats, crankcase blow-by, needs engine
    work/replacement
    mileage: approx. 113,116
2002 CHEVROLET 1.5T SER BODY
vin: 3GBKC34G72M114008  yellow
ac radio at od
utility body doors need replacement, rusted, driver seat &
seat belt needs to be replaced, wiper trans worn out, engine uses oil
mileage: approx. 153,361

1992 CHEVROLET 1.5T VAN BODY TRUCK
vin: 1GCKP32K0N3317979  yellow
ac radio at od
rusted, fuel system needs work, engine runs rough
mileage: approx.

1997 CHEVROLET 3500 1-TON STAKE TRUCK TRK
vin: 1GBJC34R4VF042475  yellow
ac radio at od
mileage: approx. 147,135

1993 INTER 4700 2T 4X2 DUMP
vin: 1HTSCPZN0PH515099  yellow
at ab 6cyl
missing passenger door, rusted frame and cab
mileage: approx. 93,999

2001 FRE/LINER FL70 SCHW/M5000
vin: 1FVABTV31HJ22027  yellow
6 cyl
needs work: valve body issue - hopper does not go up, some electric problems, rusted hopper
and sweeper parts
mileage: approx. 52,099
68 __________ 2001 FRE/LINER FL70 SCHW/M5000
vin: 1FVABTBV51HJ22031 yellow
6 cyl
does not start, rusted hopper has been previously repaired and patched
mileage: approx. 33,915

69 __________ 1967 NORTHWEST CRANE TRUCK
Vin: P1835 yellow
extra boom sections: block and hook
failed inspection; has not operated in years
hours: approx. 3,567

70 __________ LOT OF 2 1968 SANDBLASTERS

71 __________ LOT OF 4 GEAR OIL DISPENSERS

72 __________ LOT OF 6 ITEMS:
- 4 ENER-PAC HYDRAULIC HAND PUMPS, 10,000 PSI P-392
- MORSE-STARRETT USED CUTTER, CABLE HAMMER TYPE UP TO 1-1/16" WIRE ROPE
- PROTO RATCHET, 3/4" SQUARE DRIVE, 26" LONG

73 __________ 1985 TIRE CHANGER FMC
74__________ 1990 EXMARK 32-8B 32" WALK BEHIND COM MOWER
               1 cyl

75__________ 1990 EXMARK 32-8B 32" WALK BEHIND COM MOWER
               1 cyl  will start but stalls when put into gear

76__________ 2000 CUB CADET 1333SWE SNOWBLOWER
               1 cyl

77__________ SHINDAIWA GAS POWERED POWERBROOM PB270

78__________ LOT OF 2 1993 JARI MONARCH 36" SICKLE BARS
               1 cyl

79__________ 1981 SULLAIR 100K EMERGENCY GENERATOR
               4 cyl
80 _________ 1983 KOHLER 15ROY61 EMERGENCY GENERATOR

81 _________ 1991 WACKER RSS800A WALK BEHIND VIB ROLLER

82 _________ 1991 HESCO NWA4K PORT LITE UNIT
3 cyl
no output from generator, 1 broken lamp assembly

83 _________ LOT OF 6 ASCO ELECTRICAL TRANSFER PANELS WITH VARIOUS PHASES AND VOLTAGES

84 _________ LOT OF 3 ITEMS:
- 2000 PENN YAN 20' SPECTRUM BOAT
  MISSING BATTERY AND BATTERY TENDER
- 2000 VENTURE VB-2800 BOAT TRAILER
  MAY NEED SOME LIGHTING WORK – NEW SPARE TIRE
- 2006 MERCURY 1090D83FY OB MOTOR
  NEEDS FUEL SYSTEM FLUSHED AND CARB WORK
  
  (as shown on cover)
85 _________ 1966 MERCURY 110 OUTBOARD MOTOR  
engine overheats

86 _________ 1966 MERCURY 110 OUTBOARD MOTOR  
shifter handle broke

87 _________ 1995 AIR COMPRESSOR GRAINGER'S SPEEDAIRE  
3JR76

88 _________ 1983 AIR COMPRESSOR ING/RAND P175A  
3 cyl  rusted

89 _________ 2000 AIR COMPRESSOR GRAINGER'S SPEEDAIRE  
3JR76
   1 cyl  hard starting, blows smoke, uses oil – compressor works

90 _________ 1982 ALLIS CHALM ACP502PS FRKLFT  
42" FORKS 4 cyl,  engine oil and coolant leaks, suspension worn

91 _________ CRAFTCO TAR KETTLE EZ POUR 200D
LOT CONSISTS OF ENTIRE STORAGE BUILDING (#M2363) THAT INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING TWO TRAILERS:
- 1968 FRUEHAUF J20561 40' BOX TRL
  vin: MAH135068  white
- 1969 FRUEHAUF J20562 40' BOX TRL
  vin: MAJ168624  white trailers have make-shift rear doors installed, need brake work, tires are weathered

ENTIRE BUILDING MUST BE DISMANTLED AND REMOVED FROM THE SITE BY PURCHASER ON OR BEFORE SEPTEMBER 25, 2013 (IN TWO WEEKS) INCLUDING THE REMOVAL OF TRAILERS, TRUSSES, STUDS, SIDING... AN EXECUTED THRUWAY WORK PERMIT IS REQUIRED PRIOR TO ANY SITE WORK BEING PERFORMED. ADDITIONAL/SUPPLEMENTAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS APPLY (AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST).

ITEM WITHDRAWN

1985 WISCONSIN 20T TILTBED TRAILER
brakes need work or replacement - may have some lighting problems

2001 EAS 8290 IMPACT ATTENUATOR
missing some parts

2003 EAS ALPHA 70K ATTENUATOR
missing some parts
97 __________ 2003 EAS ALPHA 70K ATTENUATOR

98 __________ 2006 EAS ALPHA 70K ATTENUATOR
cartridge is cracked and should be replaced

99 __________ 2009 EAS TMA 9182 IMPACT ATTENUATOR
FRAME ONLY NO CARTRIDGE accident damage

100 __________ 2002 TRAFFIC SAFETY PCMS1500 VMS

101 __________ 2005 SOLAR TECH MB4048 VMS BOARD
unit has accident damage

102 __________ AMERICAN SIGNAL TRAILER MOUNTED SPEED FEED
BACK SIGNS

103 __________ AMERICAN SIGNAL TRAILER MOUNTED SPEED FEED
BACK SIGNS

104 __________ 2002 TRAFCON TCI-15S ARROWBOARD
board bent slightly from being struck
105 __________ 1991 AIR-FLO AF24D 8Y SPREADER
rusted and corrosion damage

106 __________ 1991 SWENSON 8Y SS SPREADER

107 __________ 1994 MONROE MSV12084 8Y SS SPREADER
spinner bracket needs to be replaced

108 __________ 1997 MONROE 8PV350E 2.2Y SPREADER
gas engine does not run, floor of spreader rusted, chain is
frozen from rust

109 __________ 1991 VIKING 144WHD 12' LH WING

110 __________ 1994 VIKING 144WHD 12' LH WING

111 __________ 1995 VIKING 144WHD 12' LH WING

112 __________ 1996 VIKING 144WHD 12' LH WING

113 __________ 1997 FRINK 12LBF39 12' LH WING
114 ________ 1999 VIKING 144WHD 12' LH WING

115 ________ 1994 VIKING 120HSE9 RH ONE WAY

116 ________ 1991 VIKING 144WHD 12' RH WING

117 ________ 1994 VIKING 0144WHD RH WING

118 ________ 1994 VIKING 0144WHD RH WING

119 ________ 1996 VIKING 144WHD 12' RH WING

120 ________ 1997 FRINK 12DRF 12' RH WING

121 ________ 1999 VIKING 144WHD 12' RH WING

122 ________ 1991 FRINK 3010SRT 10' REV PLOW
123 __________ 1991 FRINK 3010SRT 10' REV PLOW

124 __________ 1989 VIKING PRRL1148 11' REV PLW
center pin cracked; plow dented

125 __________ 1989 VIKING PRRL1148 11' REV PLW

126 __________ 2004 VIKING PRRL1148FE 11' REV

127 __________ 2005 VIKING PRLL1148FE 11' REV

128 __________ LOT OF 2 SHOP MADE TANDEM TOLL BOOTHS
CONSTRUCTED FROM WOOD W/VINYL
SIDING, EQUIPPED WITH A/C AND ELECTRIC

129 __________ LOT OF 2 SHOP MADE TANDEM TOLL BOOTHS
CONSTRUCTED FROM WOOD W/VINYL
SIDING, EQUIPPED WITH A/C AND ELECTRIC

130 __________ LOT OF 2 SHOP MADE TANDEM TOLL BOOTHS
CONSTRUCTED FROM WOOD W/VINYL
SIDING, EQUIPPED WITH A/C AND ELECTRIC
131 __________ LOT OF 2 SHOP MADE TANDEM TOLL BOOTHS CONSTRUCTED FROM WOOD W/VINYL SIDING, EQUIPPED WITH A/C AND ELECTRIC

132 __________ 1985 BOBCAT T-18B RIDING MOWER
   2 cyl

133 __________ 1991 CASE/IH 595 W/OTR MOWER
   mowing arm damaged and was welded several times

134 __________ 1996 CASE/IH 4230 AG TRACTOR WITH TRIPLE FLAIL MOWING ATTACHMENTS, 2 WING MOWERS AND 1 REAR FLAIL